
Drawing Silhouettes and 
Advertising



Create a letter 
sized file in 
Illustrator



windows> 
workplace> 
essential 
classics



For kids whom need observational drawing please bypass 
this prompt and draw from life
Find a photo of the 
objects you want to 
draw for your ad. 

Copy image



edit> paste

Use the selection tool and 
scale the image



Lock the photo 
layer

Add a new layer



You can use any 
drawing tool you 
feel appropriate 
however i suggest 
the Pencil tool



Before drawing 

Change the fill to NO FILL

And choose a color for the 
STROKE



Begin to draw the 
exterior edge of the 
objects.

Try to observe and 
recreate the straight 
areas and curved 





Use your 
Direct 
Selection 
tool to 
adjust 
and fine 
tune the 
lines



Once all your 
lines are 
drawing 

Select all 
your lines 
and then 
apply a 
styled line



Lock that layer and 
add a new layer.. 
This new layer is for 
any accent lines 



As you 
add 
accent 
line 
please 
make 
them 
minimal 
and give 
ment a 
lower 
weight



Now go oer 
your lines 
and make 
sure that are 
no gaps

( this does 
not apply to 
the accent 
lines)



Unlock the 
other line 
layer

Select > 
select all

Edit> copy



Open a new letter 
sized file in 
photoshop



edit> paste

Scale your image 
and place it 
where you like it

Then duplicate 
the layer



On the 
bottom layer 
go around 
with a light 
gray thin paint 
brush and fill 
in any gaps  
you missed



Using your paint 
bucket tool fill in 
the silhouettes 
with paint



Now lets get another picture for your second drawing

Copy image



Toggle off all the other 
layers

Add a new layer

Paste in and scale that 
image on that new layer

Lock that layer

Add new layer

Using the pencil tool begin 
to draw



Draw all the 
areas 

Once done , 
select and 
select all

Edit copy



Back in 
photoshop

Lock all the 
layer

edit> paste

Scale it up and 
place it



Just like 
before 
check for 
gaps



Using the paint 
bucket tool

Fill the drawing



Ok now change 
the layer modes 
of the the filled 
layers and then 
play with the 
arrangement until 
you have created 
a good 
composition





Now turn it into a 
poster

Fill the background

Add text



Save the 
image as a 
jpeg


